
1-95i = a binary variable that equalled one for truck i if it traveled
1-95; zero otherwise,

1-75i = a binary variable that equalled zero for truck i if it traveled
on 1-65 and/or 75 (deleted for estimation of binary variables),

OWNi = a binary variable that equalled one for an owner-operated
truck i; zero otherwise,

Otheri = a binary variable that represented truck i if it was not owner-
operated, and was always zero (deleted for estimation of
binary variables),

P0, ... 4 = estimated parameters,
ei = ith error term.

The logistic function was used because it was thought most appropriate to
depict the level of backhaul at various fronthaul mileages, asymptotically
approaching both zero backhaul utilization and complete or 100 percent
backhauls. As a trucker fronthauls to destinations within close proximity to
the fronthaul origin, it was hypothesized that the economic need for a backhaul
was not as important as a backhaul was to a fronthaul of several hundred
miles.

It was assumed that the expected value2 of each disturbance term was:

E(|t) = .2 f(FHM/) (A3)

In order to correct for heteroskedasticity, the following model was estimated:

1 FHM, PAVi
(CURii/i) = fo( +i) + al+i + PA2 i +

1-95i OWN, ei (A4)
a +04 "+

where: all terms were as previously defined except ei which was determined
by estimating equation A2. Graphical observation of the errors from model
A2 indicated that errors were much larger in the medium fronthaul distances
and were relatively small in the short and long fronthaul distances. The resulting
parameter estimates and standard errors of the parameters from equation A4
were put back into equation A2 which resulted in:

CUR = 7.4557 - .0069 FHM + .1388PAV +
(2.6706) (.0018) (.2153)

.0317 1-95 - .6691 OWN (A5)

(.3094) (.9212)

2. The implicit function of the error covariance matrix was related to one-way
fronthaul mileage and was assumed to be as follows: Ii l = fFHMi + ,2 (FHMi)2

+ Ii. The heteroskedasticity problem was corrected by dividing the original equation
by the absolute value of ei.
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